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ALKMAAR A CITY TO CELEBRATE
Any year is worth celebrating when promoting Alkmaar, 2018 has

One of the eye-catching

some special celebrations in store I would like to share with you.

events in the 500 years
celebrations will be the

425 YEARS CHEESE

(temporary) return of one of

CARRIERS GUILD

the finest altar pieces

In 2018 we celebrate the

around, which was sold to

425th anniversary of our

the King of Sweden who

cheese carriers guild.

gave it to the cathedral of

Established on June 17th,

Linköping. And the exhibition at the Stedelijk (Municipal) Museum

1593 it is the only one in its

Alkmaar on Dutch 17th century masters who painted the church,

kind and it is the oldest operational guild still working according to

such as Seanredam and Ruysdaal.

ancient traditions in the world.
35 YEARS NATIONAL CHEESE MUSEUM
We celebrate with an extended cheese market season into

Much younger but certainly worth a visit is the National Cheese

September. A special Kings day cheese market on April 27th.

Museum, celebrating its 35th anniversary. The National Cheese

Opening of the first stage of our year-round cheese experience

Museum, located at the heart of the cheese market, shows you all

and celebrations during the weekend of June 15th till 17th. Evening

about cheese making from grass, to milk, cheese and your slice.

cheese markets on Tuesday nights in July and August
2019, A PREVIEW
500 YEARS GREAT SINT LAURENS CHURCH

In 2019 Alkmaar will host a special part of the TATA Steel chess

The Great Sint Laurens

tournament and there will be a naval event during the weekend of

Church has been

July 26th till 28th, hosting over 200 historical ships in the heart of

overlooking Alkmaar for

Alkmaar. Next to these events you will find many reasons to book

500 years in 2018.

your groups on a tour to Alkmaar.

Originally build as a
catholic place of worship

See you soon in Alkmaar!

and ending up as a
protestant church in the

With kind regards,

Dutch reformation. A change that has an important role in the
celebrations in 2018.
As merchants the Dutch did not just demolish all catholic symbols

Niels van de Beek

in their churches, if they could be moved and were of value they

Managing director

were sold.
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Why Alkmaar
On June 17th, 1593, the cheese carriers’ guild was established. At an
age of 425 years, the cheese carriers guild is the oldest operational
guild, still working according to ancient traditions, in the world. During the
cheese market season, in 2018 from March 30th till September 28th,
people from all over the world come to Alkmaar and enjoy this colourful
spectacle on Friday mornings and Tuesday nights during July and
August.
The victory started at Alkmaar
October 8th, 1573 by far the most important date in Alkmaar's
history. This is the day when the brave people of Alkmaar defeated
the Spanish army at the siege of Alkmaar during the 80-year war.
The famous 'House with the bullet' in the Appelsteeg still is a
reminder of that fierce battle.
The victory at Alkmaar was the start of the Dutch liberation of Spain
and therefore of the Dutch republic and its golden age. Every year,
the victory at Alkmaar is celebrated on and running up to October
8th, which is known as ‘Alkmaars Ontzet'. Find our more on
Alkmaar’s history at Stedelijk (municipal) Museum Alkmaar.
Alkmaar lies in an area of outstanding beauty, also known as “Old

Did you know that the inventor of the world’s first submarine came

Holland” Nowhere else in the Netherlands you will find as much

from Alkmaar? Or that Dutch land reclaiming started in Alkmaar?

authenticity and as many Dutch icons so close together. Bulb fields,

There is much to see and discover in Alkmaar.
Holland in a nutshell

windmills, reclaimed land, historic towns, romantic seaside villages
and beaches. With Alkmaar at its centre. Whether you come to visit

Oldest Cheese Market in the world

As mentioned Alkmaar and its surroundings offer you a true insight

the cheese market, engage in Dutch culture, shop, walk, cycle or ride

Alkmaar is known as the cheese capital of the world. Historical

and experience of what Holland was and is like. Easily combined

a boat, opportunities and combinations in and around Alkmaar are

records prove that Alkmaar has had a scale as early as the year

with other major attractions not to be missed in your programs.

endless. All within short range of major Dutch icons such as

1365. Making the cheese market in Alkmaar the oldest in the world.

Amsterdam, Zaanse Schans and Keukenhof.

In 2017 the Alkmaar cheese carriers’ guild was officially awarded the
status of Dutch intangible cultural heritage.

A rich history
Alkmaar was mentioned as early as the year 925 as a farmers’
village. In the 1254, Alkmaar received city rights from Count Willem
II of Holland, from then on Alkmaar flourished. Many of the beautiful
historic facades, canals and merchant houses you encounter in the
city centre are remnants from the time when Alkmaar was a rich
trading venue.
Alkmaar has an abundance of monuments of which, the 17th
century Waaggebouw (1603), the City Hall in the Langestraat (1520)
and the Grote Sint Laurens Kerk (church) with its famous organs
(1518) are the best known. Within Alkmaar’s city centre, many
hidden almshouses (hofjes) can be found, such as Hof van Sonoy
and Wilmanshofje, where it appears time stood still.
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At the cheese market

07.00 AM – Placing the cheeses
Trucks full of cheese drive onto the Waagplein. Under the
watchful eye of the market master, the 'setters' unload as
much as 30,000 kilos of cheese and place them in long
rows at the, as yet, still quiet Waagplein.
09.00 AM – Cheese selection
There are now 2,400 cheeses on the Waagplein. Judges
assess the quality of the cheeses by clogging, peeling and
tasting them. They also look at the number of holes in the
cheese. They should be perfectly divided throughout the
cheese.
VIP @ THE CHEESE MARKET
Offer your groups or FIT program
an exclusive cheese market
experience. They will enter the
cheese market with a guide, visit
the Waaggebouw and the cheese
carriers’ chambers with are not
open to the public.
This package is available with
EventsHolland.

10.00 AM – Cheese weighing
As soon as traders have agreed upon a price per kilogram, the
cheese carriers bring the cheese to the scale by means of a
barrow. Where it is weighed by a so-called ‘tasman’ or
‘bagman’. Where did the ‘tasman’ get his name? From the
bag around his waist, where he keeps his money. The guardian
ensures that the correct weight is passed on to the buyer.
10.00 AM – Carrying the cheese
Has a batch of cheese been weighed and sold? The cheese
carriers carry the cheese across the market to the buyer’s
truck. They carry the cheese in pairs on a barrow. As it is, in
total, a 130 kilos of cheese! It is quite a challenge to keep the
cheese on the barrow while walking at a pace. The cheese
carriers must run in a certain rhythm called the "cheese
carriers’ dribble."
12.30 PM - Cheese throwing
As the weekly cheese market draws to an end, the throwers load
the last cheeses onto carts and bring them to the trucks at the
Marktstraat. As the cheese disappears from sight, we are left with
the bustling terraces at the Waagplein. A perfect time to treat
yourself, to a cheese sandwich?

09.30 AM – Arrival of the cheese carriers
The cheese carriers arrive at the Waaggebouw. Those who
are late must pay a fine. Part of the fines are donated to a
school in the town of Alkmaar in Suriname.
09.45 AM – Cheese father’s Roll Call
The market master, known as the ‘cheese father’ assembles
all cheese carriers in their chambers. Are all cheese carriers
present? Are there any specials at the market today? Which
cheese carriers will work at which part of the Cheese Market?
10.00 AM – Ringing of the cheese bell
At precisely 10 o'clock the cheese bell will sound. The honour
of ringing the bell is usually reserved for celebrities or people
of great achievement. As soon as the bell has rung,
bargaining, trading, running and weighing hits off.
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In Alkmaar

Shopping in Alkmaar’s historic ambiance
Canals

Recently Alkmaar has been voted number 1 shopping city in the

The Alkmaar canals seem to have popped out of a painting. The best

Netherlands (Review site Zoover). You will find many small and

way to enjoy all this splendour is on a canal cruise boat. Canal

unique boutiques in the ‘Oude Stad’, the ancient part of the city

cruises leave from the Mient, every hour on the hour. Privat hire

centre.

boats are available on a number of locations in and around Alkmaar.
Stedelijk (municipal) Museum Alkmaar
At the Stedelijk (municipal) Museum Alkmaar, one of the oldest
municipal museums in the Netherlands, you can learn all about
Alkmaar’s history. Here, the Golden Age, the victory and portraits of
Alkmaar highlight the city’s history. The museum also offers a
surprising presentation of its beautiful collection of ‘Bergense

Grote Sint Laurens Kerk (church)

School’ of art (connected to the school of Cobra).

The great church is widely regarded as the city’s jewel, looking out
over Alkmaar for 500 years in 2018. With all its splendour both in
and outside the church is worth a visit on its own. As the church is a
museum presentations throughout the interior explain its history and
point out interesting features. You will always find a volunteer
willingly to tell you more. The church is home to many events
throughout the year, especially during its 500 years jubilee in 2018,
which will be marked by events and exhibitions.

Almshouses
Discover hidden almshouses (“hofjes”) in Alkmaar, such as Splinter’s
Hofje or the Wildemans Hofje. It appears as if time stood still.
National Cheese Museum
The National Cheese Museum shows you all about cheese making
from grass, to milk, cheese and your own slice. Even on non-cheese
market days.

World Famous Cheese Market

Walk & Cycling Tours

During the cheese market season, every Friday morning from 10.00

A great way to discover Alkmaar and surroundings is by making a

AM till 13.00 PM and Tuesday nights in July and August from 19.00

(guided) city walk or cycling tour. Tours, bicycles and guides can be

PM till 21.00 PM cheese markets will be held. In 2018 the cheese

booked in advance with EventsHolland. On an individual basis the

market season runs March 30th till September 28th. Enjoy the sight,

Tourist Information store (VVV) can help out with tours and places to

hustle and bustle. Don't forget to kiss the cheese girl statue!
10

hire bicycles.
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Around Alkmaar

Eilandspolder
In De Rijp or Driehuizen you can hire a small boat or canoe and discover
the beautiful nature reserve ‘Eilandspolder’. Guided boat tours are available
as well for groups and FIT.
The Schermer Polder
In the 17th century drained ‘Schermeer’ polder you will find Holland
at its best. Especially near Schermerhorn you will find windmills as
far as your eyes can reach. Visit the Museum Windmill, climb all the
way to the top and see how the miller and his family lived.

In and around Alkmaar you find as many iconic Dutch sites and
landscapes as you wish. The coast and Dutch countryside offer
endless inspirations for walks, cycling tours and boat trips. For tours
the surrounding of Alkmaar is a perfect combination on route to or
from other Dutch icons. In springtime the region is littered with tulips
and other bulbs.
De Rijp
At a distance of 10 km from Alkmaar, you will find De Rijp. Facades,
canals, shops and restaurants. Your camera will work overtime. Go
for a tour or visit museum ‘In het Houten Huis’ (In the wooden
house), where the history of whalers comes to life. De Rijp is also the
birthplace of Jan Janszoon Weltevree. The first foreigner at Korea’s
royal courts in the 1620s and a well-known figure in its history.
Coast
Graft

Alkmaar is situated less than 10 km from the North Sea. Cosy seaside

Just like De Rijp the village of Graft has a small

villages such as the artisan village of Bergen, Bergen aan Zee and

photogenic town hall. Across from the building you will find the

Egmond aan Zee are easy to access by bicycle or public transport.

smallest shop in the Netherlands, that’s sells lovely nostalgic sweets.

The coastal area between Alkmaar and the North Sea offers endless
recreational opportunities in the sand dunes, forests, Dutch landscape
and at the beaches. Not having mentioned lovely hotels, B&B’s and
campsites.
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The old town
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Shopping

Shopping in historic surrounding, 7 days a week

Along the main streets you will find a wide range of well-known

For years Alkmaar has been voted into the top 10 of Dutch’ favourite

chain stores. Alkmaar’s city centre also offers numerous cosy

shopping cities. In October 2017 users of review and booking site

backstreets known as the “old town” with an extraordinarily large

zoover.nl voted Alkmaar their most favourite shopping city. Seven

and diverse range of beautiful boutiques and shops. Ensuring its top

days a week, the inner city of Alkmaar places all you seek and more

spot amongst shoppers in the Netherlands.

Wining & Dining

within walking distance and in the ambiance of its beautiful historical
setting.

Wining & Dining
During your visit or at the end of a never-ending day of shopping.
Alkmaar’s inner city offers a seemingly endless range of bars, café
and restaurants. Whatever your taste, you will find a place to your
liking in Alkmaar. Hotspots are found at the Waagplein, on the
picturesque Platte Stenenbrug and at the Church Sqaure. Find more
information on restaurants for groups further on.
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Events & exhibitions

Alkmaar is home to numerous special museums, events and

14, 15 & 16 December

festivals. 2018 will be a bustling year with celebrations underway for

Christmas village

425 years cheese bearers’ guild and 500 years Great Saint

De Rijp

Laurence Church. In 2018 Alkmaar will honor these jubilees with

The picturesque and monumental town centre of De Rijp will figure

special events and exhibitions. Here’s a taste…

as backdrop for one of the most romantic Christmas events around.
The entire town is decorated and everyone will dress-up as if it were
1900. Come see, feel and taste!

April – October
Return of the Alter piece by Maerten van Heemskerck
Grote Sint Laurens Kerk (church)
After 436 years two of the three parts of Maerten van Heemskerck's
altar piece, will temporary return to the Great Church. Shortly after
the Dutch reformation it was sold to the Swedish king John III.
2 and 3 June
Kaeskoppenstad (festival)
16 February – 10 June

City centre

Potraits of the Great Church

Kaeskoppenstad takes you back to days just after the victory at Alkmaar

Stedelijk Museum Alkmaar

in 1573. Over 750 actors deliver a dazzling time trip to the 16th century.
Don’t get scared by scratchy fishwives, orphans begging for your alms,

In celebration of 500 years Great Sint Laurens Church Stedelijk

30 March – 28 September

Museum Alkmaar presents the an exhibition of faces on the Great

Friday’s Cheese Market

Church. The exhibition combines paintings of Dutch 17th century

From March 30th till September 28th cheese markets will be held

29 September – 8 October

masters Ruysdael and Saenredam and some of the best Dutch

weekly from 10.00 AM till 13.00 PM.

Victory Festival

rich nobles after your money as well.

City centre

contemporary photographers.
Evening Cheese Markets

In the week running up to and culminating on October 8th Alkmaar

Throughout July and August evening cheese markets will be held

annually celebrates its victory over the Spanish. A weeklong the city

Preview 2019

on Tuesday nights. For more information on dates check

bursts of festivals, (street)theatre, concerts and much more.

No big celebrations in 2019, however Alkmaar has more than

www.visitalkmaar.com or contact Alkmaar Marketing.

enough to offer in a regular year. Alkmaar will be hosting to a fleet of
200 historical merchant ships during a grand naval event in the

Celebrations

weekend of July 26th till 28th. And you may expect cheese

During the cheese market season events will take place to celebrate

markets on Fridays and Tuesday nights as well. We expect the

425 years of cheese carriers’ guild. Special events are the opening of

cheese market season to run into September in 2019 as well. Annual

the first cheese market of the season, a special Kings Day cheese

events such as Kaeskoppenstad and the Victory festival will return as

market and festivities during the celebration weekend of

well, along with many events ranging from foodtruck festival, street

15th-17th of June.

theater to classical concerts on the canals. Curious? Get in touch
with us.
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Group activities

Previously we suggested you many activities in and around
Alkmaar. Here you find some that we would like to highlight. If you
are looking for more or something special please contact us we are
more than inclined to help you.

Boat tours through the polders
From De Rijp and Graft boat tours can be made through a nature
reserve “De Eilandspolder”. Taking you through waterways and
along milking cows, windmills and in the right season bulb fields as
far as the eye can see. Guided tours for groups are available and
(Guided) City walks

Canal Tours

A great way to discover Alkmaar’s is by making a

Lean back and enjoy all beauty Alkmaar has to offer on a canal boat.

(guided) city walk. For FIT can be obtained individually

Alkmaar is famous for its low bridges; so mind your head. Between

Specials

at the local Tourist Information (VVV) as well as

April – October canal boats depart from the Mient every hour on the

EventsHolland offer a number of special programs in Alkmaar, such

pre-booked through local tour operator EventsHolland.

hour.

as fish tastings in a fish store, cheese tasting, gin tasting, herring and

should be pre-booked.

corn wine tasting and naturally the VIP@ the cheese market tours.
For groups (guided) city walks can be booked directly through
EventsHolland as well as your touroperator in the Netherlands.

Cycling tours

Hire boats

Imagine cycling from Alkmaar to the bulbfields, along windmills and

Do you want you group to navigate the canals in or the waterways

to the sea. Alkmaar offers a wide range of cycling tours and

around Alkmaar themselves? Hire boats are available at several

destinations in and around town.

locations in and around Alkmaar.

At several places throughout Alkmaar bicycles are for rent. Individual
tourists can find their routes both at the Tourist Information (VVV) and
bicycle hire locations. Group cycle tours can be booked through
EventsHolland.
20
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Museums in and around Alkmaar

The Alkmaar region offers a wide range of museums in the inner city

Schermer Windmill Museum

as well as in the surrounding countryside and towns. Here is a

In the Windmill Museum you can experience what it feels like to

selection. If you have in interest in more museums in Alkmaar or

pump out 60.000 liters of water a minute, how the miller and his

surrounding, please contact us.

family lived and climb all the way to the top if the windmill.
Noordervaart 2, Schermerhorn (Alkmaar)
+31 72 502 1519
www.museummolen.nl

Beermuseum de Boom

Beatles Museum

This unique museum - appropriately housed in a former brewery

For a visit to a Beatles museum, you don't have go to Liverpool,

- introduces you to the tools, equipment and machines which have

because the Beatles Museum in Alkmaar is larger than its little

played a key role in the production of this ‘golden brew’ in the past

brother in England.

two centuries.
Pettemerstraat 12a, Alkmaar
Houttil 1, Alkmaar

+31 6 3830 5895

+31 72 511 38 01

www.beatlesmuseum.nl

info@biermuseum.nl
www.biermuseum.nl
Grote Sint Laurens Kerk (Church)

Museum In 't Houten Huis

Next to a church with many public functions the church is a museum

(in the wooden house)

Stedelijk (municipal) Museum Alkmaar

open to the public. Throughout the cathedral you find an exhibition

Tells the story of the Schermer island and its seafaring in habitants.

Here you can learn all about Alkmaar’s history, the Golden Age, the

telling you about its history and architecture. Temporary exhibitions

The poor grounds sent them out to sea. They were herring fishers

victory and see 17th century Dutch Masters. The museum also offers

are also held, for example the World Press Photo exhibition could be

and whalers. They earned their money with shipping, trading, rope

a beautiful collection of ‘Bergense School’ of art (connected to the

visited for free in 2017.

making, cask making and other trades.

In 2018 there will be many events and exhibitions in and about the

Tuingracht 13, De Rijp (Alkmaar)

church. Check with us for specific dates and events in 2018.

+31 229 671 286

school of Cobra).
Canadaplein 1, Alkmaar
+31 72 548 9789

www.houtenhuis.nl

info@museumalkmaar.nl
www.stedelijkmuseumalkmaar.nl
National Cheese Museum
The collection consists of historical paintings on cheese preparation,
trade and living in the countryside. Children's games, a movies and
interactive presentations.
Waagplein 2, Alkmaar
+31 72 515 55 16
info@kaasmuseum.nl
www.kaasmuseum.nl
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Restaurants for groups
Museum and Sculpture Garden Nic Jonk

Museum BroekerVeiling

Life and work of painter and sculpter Nic Jonk. Enjoy the sculptures

At Museum BroekerVeiling you can experience the story of Dutch

garden in the Dutch landscape with its endless horizons.

horticulture and trade at the oldest sail-through auction in the world.
The museum program consists - among other things - of an

Haviksdijkje 5, Groot Schermer (Alkmaar)

exhibition on agriculture, explaining the history and unique

+31 299 671 560

challenges that came with being an agriculturist in the Realm of a

www.nicjonk.nl

Thousand Islands, a boat trip through what remains of the Realm of
a Thousand Islands, and last but not least a demonstration auction in
the first and now only surviving sail-through auction in the world.
Museumweg 2
1721 BW Broek op Langedijk
+31226-313807
www.broekerveiling.nl/en

Grand Café Gulden Vlies

Heeren van Sonoy

One of the oldest inns of Alkmaar offers a cosy and typical Dutch

Located in a former monastery in the centre of Alkmaar, at the Sonoy

atmosphere. As does the menu with numerous Dutch classics on offer.

Court. The Sonoy Courtyard is one of the famous so-called "Alkmaarse

Groups can be hosted in the main restaurant as well as in private

hofjes" (Almhouses). This Alkmaar inner city garden is gracefully

function rooms.

enclosed by the ancient building in which Heeren van Sonoy is located.

Is a cultural house and museum offering a collection of painters

Koorstraat 30, Alkmaar

Hof van Sonoy 1, Alkmaar

known as the Bergen School, with strong connections to the artist

+31 72 512 2442

+31 72 512 1222

group Cobra. The town of Bergen has a rich history as a painters’

info@guldenvlies.nl - www.guldenvlies.nl

www.heerenvansonoy.nl

Spotlight

Golden Tulip

Spotlight is the place for real cheese fans. At cheese market Fridays

There are three restaurants at the Golden Tulip Alkmaar. Chinese

its all about cheese at the Cheese Club. Taste and experience cheese

cuisine is served at Restaurant International and Restaurant Victory

as you would have never experienced it before.

Wok is an Oriental buffet restaurant. For something more continental,

The House of Kranenburgh

retreat. Together with the Stedelijke Museum Alkmaar Kranenburgh
holds a vast collection of this movement.
Hoflaan 26, Bergen
+31 72 589 8927
www.kranenburgh.nl

Restaurant Truffles offers a Dutch/French menu available for lunch
Scharlo 1, Alkmaar

and dinner. In the bar, guests can sip their drinks by the fire in the

+31 6 28114961

big leather armchairs. For guests wanting to improve their own skills

info@spotlightalkmaar.nl – www.spotlightalkmaar.nl

in the kitchen, the Cooking Theatre holds up to 25 people who can
learn from a professional chef.
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Hotels

Amrâth Hotel – Alkmaar **** | 90 rooms
Amrâth Hotel Alkmaar is a 4-star hotel located close to the city
Hotel Stad & Land – Alkmaar ** | 23 rooms

centre of Alkmaar, within walking distance from the Central Station.
The hotel features 90 luxurious rooms, including 5 Junior suites and

Golden Tulip Hotel – Alkmaar **** | 76 rooms

Guests who arrive at the cosy lobby of Hotel Stad & Land, also the

1 Suite. All luxurious rooms are elegantly furnished and classically

Located less than 10 kilometres from the North Sea coast and on the

hotel bar, will directly notice the homely atmosphere. After a warm

decorated to delight. In the charming breakfast room, you can start

edge of the historic cheese town itself, the Golden Tulip

welcome and check-in, it’s time to discover your room. All 23 rooms

the day

Alkmaar is a 4 star hotel with 76 rooms. The neo-classical building

have been recently renovated and are situated in five adjacent

peacefully while enjoying a sumptuous breakfast buffet.

was opened as a hotel in 2001 and is decorated with paintings from

historic buildings, each with its own entrance.

local Alkmaar artists.
Geestersingel 15, Alkmaar

Stationsweg 92-94, Alkmaar

+31 72 518 6186

There are three restaurants at the Golden Tulip Alkmaar. Chinese

+31 72 512 39 11

info@amrathalkmaar.nl

cuisine is served at Restaurant International and Restaurant Victory

info@stadenland.com

www.amrathhotelalkmaar.nl

Wok is an Oriental buffet restaurant. For something more continental,

www.stadenlandhotelalkmaar.nl

Restaurant Truffles offers a Dutch/French menu available for lunch
and dinner. In the bar, guests can sip their drinks by the fire in the
big leather armchairs. For guests wanting to improve their own skills
in the kitchen, the Cooking Theatre holds up to 25 people who can
learn from a professional chef.
Arcadialaan 6, Alkmaar
+31 72 5401414
info@hotelalkmaar.nl
www.hotelalkmaar.nl
College Hotel – Alkmaar *** | 22 rooms
The hotel is in the centre, but also quietly located in a park. This
unique hotel is situated in an old school building. The building dates
back to 1927 and was built in the "Amsterdam School" style. The

Familiehotel Alkmaar | 14 rooms

building may remind you of your school period, but has all the

Spacious apartments for 4-6 persons and 1- 2- and 3-person

comforts you expect from a contemporary hotel. The cosy bar/bistro

rooms, right in the very heart of the historic city of Alkmaar. There is

offers the opportunity for a snack, a drink and / or a cosy dinner.

a large kitchen available for everyone to use. Ideal for group travel.

Achter de Vest 3, Alkmaar

Payglop 17-19, Alkmaar

+31 72 51 11 150

+31 6 23 68 03 13

info@collegehotelalkmaar.nl

info@familiehotelalkmaar.nl

www.collegehotelalkmaar.nl

www.familiehotelalkmaar.nl
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Hotels

King's Inn City Hostel and Hotel***| 25 rooms
Sleep like a King in one of the 25 Royal rooms, at a more than

Hotel De Rijper Eilanden | 155 rooms

friendly price. That is what you can do at King’s Inn, the city hostel

The hotel is located on the edge of the beautiful village of De Rijp

situated in the centre of the surprisingly charming and historic town

Grand Hotel Alkmaar **** | 42 rooms

which is part of the municipality of Alkmaar. The historic centre is

of Alkmaar. King’s Inn is ‘the place to be’ for backpackers, families,

This 4-star hotel is located in a historical building, in the heart of

within walking distance of the hotel.

groups, schools, and business travellers. Kings’ Inn offers room

Alkmaar, where it provides tasteful design rooms with free Wi-Fi

to a total 85 guests.

internet. The Grand Hotel Alkmaar offers luxurious accommodation

Discover the history of this beautiful village and imagine yourself in

in its authentic residence, which has maintained many of its original

the 17th century. Visit the Tourist Information in the Town Hall, and

Koningsstraat 6, Alkmaar

features. Start your day with a wholesome, complimentary breakfast

the museum "In wooden house". While walking through the village

+ 31 72 511 01 12

in the trendy Brasserie Bar X-Press.

you will discover many restaurants and terraces.

Restaurant ‘Zegels’ serves refined cuisine, prepared with honest

Hotel De Rijper Eilanden is especially equipped to host people and

ingredients, and quality wines from its very own wine cellar. Enjoy

groups with disabilities.

info@kings-inn.com
www.kings-inn.com

the stylish atmosphere of this hotel and benefit from the excellent
service of its 24-hour reception.

Zuiddijk 2A, De Rijp
+31 299 675 656

Gedempte Nieuwesloot 36, Alkmaar

info@derijpereilanden.nl

+31 72 576 09 70

www.derijpereilanden.nl

info@grandhotelalkmaar.nl
www.grandhotelalkmaar.nl
Bak Reizen
Do you need a coach company with local knowledge and
Hotel Zuiderduin – Egmond aan Zee **** | 550 rooms

international experience. Local touringcar company Bak Reizen is

Hotel Zuiderduin is located on the edge of the Egmond dune area,

your partner for Alkmaar and Holland.

100 meters from the beach and the cosy centre, with many
restaurants and terraces. The beautiful surroundings with beach,

Edisonweg 9, Alkmaar

dunes and forests are ideally suited for one hiking or cycling tour.

+3172 511 10 44
www.bakreizen.nl

Zeeweg 52, Egmond aan Zee

info@bakreizen.nl

+31 72 750 2000
info@zuiderduin.nl
www.zuiderduin.nl
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Discover Holland

Our services

When creating your program

Alkmaar Marketing

It is good to know the cheese market and Alkmaar are true Dutch

Alkmaar Marketing is proud to serve you with excellent, tailor-made

icons. Surrounded by major Dutch icons and therefore easy to

and free of charge advise. As your expert for Alkmaar and region, we

combine in your programs. The Netherlands are a small country,

can provide you with an extensive range of products and services,

have a look at the map and see how easy combinations are made.

including:
- General tourist and group advise

Leeuwarden 111 km

- Sample (group) programmes
- Set up fam trips

Texel 54 km

- Promotion materials, texts and videos for your own communication
- Royalty free images

Giethoorn 149 km
ALKMAAR

Enkhuizen 46 km
Hoorn 28 km

Zaanse Schans
25 km Volendam

- Press & Media
Please contact us for any of the above services and/or other questions:
Alkmaar Marketing
+31 72 512 10 70

Lelystad 74 km

info@alkmaarmarketing.nl
www.visitalkmaar.com

Keukenhof Amsterdam 43 km
54 km
Utrecht 84 km
Den Haag 83 km
Delft 89 km

Arnhem 133 km

Rotterdam 97 km

Eindhoven 166 km

Maastricht 252 km
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www.visitalkmaar.com

